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As a young fellow I was raised in the Kimberley’s, Broome and Derby and 
we finally settled down in the Gascoyne area in the town of Carnarvon, in 
Western Australia in 1962.

After completing most my schooling in Carnarvon in the late 60’s we moved 
to the Southwest and I finished my final year at Mt Barker Senior High School.

In early 1971, I joined the Army as I was very keen to serve my country in 
Vietnam. After completing all my basic training I was transferred to the Corp 
of Infantry, completing my infantry training at the Infantry Centre in Sydney I 
was placed in Reinforcement Wing to serve in South East Asia. My training was 
carried out at Cunungra and New Guinea. From Reo Wing I then joined the 
7th RAR as a young Infantry Soldier.

In December 1971 when the Vietnam War was brought to an abrupt halt I 
gained selection to complete a SASR Cadre Course. I successfully completed 
the course and became a SAS Soldier.

At the completion of all basic courses I was transferred to the number 3 SAS Squadron L Troop, developing vehicles and 
tactics. I was working with many nations, including the British SAS, US Seal Team, Green Berets and worked free falling with 
their Airborne Division in New Zealand.

In 1977, I was selected and joined the Western Australian Police Force, I served in General Duties, Traffic Branch, Wanneroo 
and Warwick. 

In 1980 I was transferred to Police Driver Training, running and instructing on High Speed Driving and Motor Cycle Courses 
for Police Officers and Police Traffic Branch Personnel. This also included running many courses for the SAS Counter Terrorist 
Courses.

In late 1980 I was transferred to Margaret River/ Augusta and the Officer in charge of the Police Traffic Branch.

In 1982 I was selected and transferred to the Criminal Investigation Branch, Perth where I served in many positions, in the city, 
Emergency Squad, Scarborough, Claremont and Mt Hawthorne CIB Offices.

I spent another two years on the Rapid Response Group, 79 Division. By this time I had attained the Rank of Detective 
Sergeant. My final post was in the CIB, WAPOL as the Officer in Charge of the Nollamara CIB Office.

During my time in the WAPOL, I was on teams and investigated serious crimes, including holdups, serious assaults, rapes and 
murders and was involved in several shoot outs. Every day, nasty, risky police work.

After leaving the Police Force I was involved in many jobs, including building large quality houses as a registered builder.

I always had a passion for large trucks and heavy haulage oF large machinery. So in the late 1990’s we as a family entered into 
the transport industry, eventually building up a large fleet of equipment and we serviced Western Australia and Northern 
Territory in General Freight , Mining and the Oil and Gas fields.

In 2012/2013 we sold this business to a large public company and they are continuing to trade to this day.

In 1999/ 2000 and thereafter, I established the Caterpillar Racing Team, contracting John Bowe from Dick Johnson Racing. 
During that period and after the team had been built to the calibre of Jason Bright and Craig Lowndes, piloting the Caterpillar 
monster around the race circuit.

Since my retirement, with boredom being a massive motivator I have decided to dedicate and volunteer my time to Military 
Veterans and their families to raising profile, awareness and funds for PTSD, Anxiety and Depression due to the huge increase 
of suicide.

I have a vision to helping Military Personnel, Law Enforcement Bodies, the Medical Professionals and the Emergency Services 
for this terrible condition of PTSD.
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